
1 Regular cleaning 
Cleaning all areas of your store regularly is a must. Almost
as important as actually cleaning is being seen to be
cleaning it and making sure customers know you have a
strict cleaning schedule in place.

2 New safety equipment
 
Installing safety equipment may seem like an expensive
investment but it will serve to reinforce customer
confidence in your policies and approach.

3 PPE
 
Regardless of whether or not it is a legal requirement
where you are, a clear and consistent  PPE policy will help
to reassure customers. If in doubt, be over cautious.

4 Social distancing
 
Help customers maintain social with floor markers, one way
systems or reduced capacity. If possible, consider having
having seperate entrances and exits.

5 Staff training 
Your employees are the face of your brand and you need to
prioritise their safety. Make sure every member of staff is
fully trained and consider reducing shifts and opening
hours.

6 Signage 
Reassure your customers with clear signs explaining your
policies and how they should adhere to them. Consider
using the tannoy to provide gentle and consistent
reminders.
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7 Returns
 
Think about how you’re going to manage returns. At first it
may be sensible to consider extending your standard
returns policy until well after lockdown ends.

8 Opening hours 
You may wish to extend opening hours or even shorten
them. Social distancing requirements and your cleaning
processes may mean it takes longer to open and shut your
store.

9 Changing rooms
 
It may be sensible to keep changing rooms closed unless
you can limit numbers and and implement a robust cleaning
or decontamination process.

10 Opening hours 
You may wish to extend opening hours or even
shorten them. Social distancing requirements and
your cleaning processes may mean it takes longer
to open and shut your store.

11 Shop by appointment 
Consider adapting an appointment only approach. This is
where customers book a time slot where they can come
into the store for a personalised and socially distanced 
 service.

CONFIDENCE WILL RETURN WHEN CUSTOMERS ARE
CONFIDENT THEIR SAFETY IS YOUR PRIORITY

People are keen to get back to normal. Retailers looking to open their doors should do
everything in their power to not reassure people that physical retail is safe.

 
*Read the full article: How to open a store - Eleven things to consider when
planning to open a store in a post-Covid world
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